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VOLUME CALIBRATION FOR NUCLEAR MATERIALS CONTROL:

ANSI N15.19-1989AND BEYOND

ABSTRACT

Since the last IAEA International Safe_ards Symposium, a revised standard for volume

calibration methodology was issued inthe United States. Because the new standardretlects the advent

of high-precision volume measurement technology, it is sigrfificantly different from the earlier
•

standard which it supersedes.

The new standard outlines a unified data standardization modet that applies to process tanks

equipped with differential pressure measurement systems for determining !iquid content. At the heart

of the model is an algorithm to determine liquid height from pressure measurements that accounts for

the major factors affecting the accuracy of those measurements. The standardization model also

contains algorithms that adjust data from volumetric and gavimetric provers to a standard set r-,f

reference conditions. A key component of the standardization model is an algorithm to take account

- " _ of temperature-induced dimensional changes in the tank.

Improved methods for the statistical treatment of calibration data have also appeared since the

last Safeguards Symposium. A statistical method of aligument has been introduced that employs a

least-squares criterion to determine "optimal" alignment factors. More importantly, a statistical model

has been proposed that yields plausible estimates of the variance of height and volume measurements

when significant run-to-run differences are present in the calibration data.

The new standardization model and statistical methods described here are being implemented

in a portable, user-friendly software program tbr use by IAEA inspectors and statisticians. Perhaps

these methods will eventually find their way into appropriate international standards.

This is a preprint of a paper intended for presentation at a scientific meeting. Becauseof the provisional nature of its
content and since chancjesof subz_anca or detail may have to be made before pui_lication, the pre¢}rint is made available on the

under_anding that it will not be cited in the literature or in any way be reprodute¢:l in its 10resentform. The view_ expressed an
the szatements made remain the responsibility of the named author(s); the views do not necessarily refle¢: those of the govern-

ment of the designatincj Member State(s) or'of the designatincjorganizax:ion(s). In particular, neirhef the IAE_ nor any other
organization or bodg soonsoring tt_is meeting can t_e held resoons_ble for any material reproduced in r/ti$ pfemrinr.



1. INTRODUCTION

Reliable measurements of liquid volume are a vital component of any system for the control

and accountability of materials in a nuclear processing facility. In most facilities, tanks are equipped

with differential pressure measurement systems to determine liquid content. Volumes are then

determined from a measurement equation that relates the pressure produced by a given quantity of

tank liquid to its volume. Tank calibration refers to the process required to estimate a tank's

measurement equation. A typical tank calibration exercise involves collecting data from several

calibration runs. Each run consists of adding a series of carefully measured increments of some

liquid of known density to the tank and recording the corresponding measurement system response

(pressure) for each. The resulting data are used to estimate the tank's measurement equation.

Many factors can adversely affect the measurements obtained during a calibration run. Of

these, temperature is most important. When factors such as temperature change during a calibration,

the data must be adjusted to a standard set of reference values. Procedures for data standardization

are presented in a 1989 American National Standards Institute document, ANSI N15.19-1989 [1].

The purpose of this paper is to outline the key features of the standardization model in ANSI

N15.19-1989, together with methotaological improvements that have occurred since 1989. The

underlying calibration model is presented in Section 2. The data standardization model is presented in

Section 3. Its essential components are an equation to determine liquid height from pressure,

algorithms for thermal adjustments to volumetric measurements, and a model to deal with dimensional

changes in the tank. Statistical methods are presented in Section 4, where the emphasis is on a model

that yields realistic estimates of variance for calibration measurements when the calibration data

exhibit significant run-to-run differences. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.



2. THE VOLUME CALIBRATION MODEL

The calibration equation for a process tank expresses the height of liquid in the tank as a

function of its volume. The measurement equation, which is the inverse of the calibration equation,

gives the volume of the tank as a function of elevation relative to a specified reference point. At a

fixed reference temperature T, the measurement equation can be written as

f-l(H )= I :'A,(H)d H (la)V =

where A_(H)is the cross-sectional area of the tank at elevation H_ above the primary reference point

and e is the vertical distance between the primary reference point and the lowest point in the tank_.

Unless a tank can be completely emptied, a calibration begins at some unknown elevation

Ho > -e. Eq. (la) can be rewritten interms of Vo = V,(Ho), the volume of the tank below Ho:

V,= Vo*I:'A_(H)dH (2)

The heel volume Vo cannot be determined by the tank's measurement system. In particular, Vo

cannot be determined by calibration, but must be determined by some method independent of the

tank's measurement system.

The purpose of the tank calibration exercise is to determine the functional relationship

between volume and height given by Eq. (la). This is done by estimating the calibration function

H, = f(V) (3)

and inverting the resulting estimate to obtain an estimate of

V. = f-'(H) (lb)

Nomenclature in Sections 2 and 3 conforms to that in [1].
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3. DATA STANDARDIZATION MODEL

Data standardization refers to the steps taken to adjust the calibration data to a predetermined

set of standard reference conditions. Key components of the data standardization model are discussed

in this section.

3.1. Liquid Height

The majority of the tanks in nuclear processing facilities are equipped with differential

pressure measurement systems to determine liquid content. The fundamental relationship for

determining liquid height from pressure is

g.oH, = P,(0)-P3(H,) (4)

where g = the local acceleration due to _avity
p = the average density of liquid in the tank

Pt(H) = the pressure in the major probe at an elevation H above the primary reference
point, and

P3(H) = the pressure in the reference (vapor head)probe at an elevation H above the
primary reference point.

In practice, the differential pressure

Ap t = pt(E,)-p3(E,) (5)

ismeasuredby a gageata convenientelevationEt abovetheprimaryreferencepoint,and isusedto

approximate the right-hand side of Eq. (4). Differences between APt and Pt(0) - P3('Ht) may result

from several factors, which include (i) the density of gas in the pneumatic lines, (ii) differences in

flow resistance in the pneumatic lines, (iii) differences in the density of air in the reference pressure

line and in the vapor head, and (iv) surface tension and pressure effects associated with the formation

of bubbles at the tip of the major probe. When all of these factors are taken into account, the

difference between APt and P,(0) - P3(Ht) is given by



[Px(0)-P3(H,)] -AP t = gEl(p _-p_) gH_p.- gE3(,o;-p.) .(63 -6,) -2-),/rb

(6)

where p_ = the average density of air in the major probe line
p] = the average density of air in the reference probe line
p_. = the average density of air in the tank above the liquid surface
6t = the pressure drop in the major probe line (due to the gas flow resistance)
63 = the pressure drop in the reference probe line
E_ = the elevation of the pressure gage above the tip of the reference probe
E, = the elevation of the pressure gage above the primary reference point
T = the surface tension for the liquid and air
rb = the radius of curvature of the bubble at its lowest point

From Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), it is possible to derive the following expression for height of liquid

Ht in the tank:

Ht = [APt +gE,(p_ -p,') -gE_(.o; -p,_+(8_-6,) - 2"_/rb]/[g(p-p_] (7a)

The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (7a) are discussed in greater detail in [1]. In practice,

differences between AP_ and Pt(0) - P3(Ht) may often be ignored, in which case Eq. (7a) reduces to

H_- AP_/_(gp) (7b)

If a tank contains more than one probe, the equations given here can be used to compute the

height of liquid above the tip of each probe. Many of the quantities in Eqs. (6) and (7) are

temperature dependent. Consequently, these equations should not be used to infer the height of liquid

at one temperature directly from its height at some other temperature. This procedure can produce

erroneous results, especially for tanks with large changes in cross-sectional area or large heel

volumes.

3.2. Thermal Adjustments

Of all the factors that affect the quality of calibration measurements, temperature changes have

the greatest effect. The data standardization model includes thermal adjustments for the height of

liquid in the tank, the prover data, and dimensional changes in the tank.
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3.2.1 Volumetric Provers

Temperature differences affect the volume of liquid delivered by a prover: standardization is

required when differences during a calibration are significant (e.g., more than 3 °C).

Let vo denote the calibrated volume of the prover at the temperature _ t_. Then the volume of

liquid delivered by the prover at temperature t_ is

v.,= vo(l+3flAtm)

where At= = t= - t, and _ is the (linear) coefficient of thermal expansion of the prover. The mass of

the liquid delivered is

m = v= p= (Sa)

where p,, is the calibration liquid density at temperature t_.

3.2.2. Gravimetric Provers

Weight measurements are essentially independent of temperature. Thus, the mass of liquid

delivered by a gravimetric prover is

m = w (8b)

where w is the buoyancy-corrected weight of the volume delivered. Depending on whether a prover

is volumetric or gravimetric, either Eq. (8a) or Eq. (Sb) is used in subsequent data standardization

calculations.

3.2.3. Dimensional Changes in the Tank

From Eq. (lb), the measurement function valid at temperature T,, that gives the volume of the

tank below some point at elevation _ relative to the primary reference point, is

Prover temperatures are designated by lower case t to emphasize that they may differ from tank
temperatures, designated by upper case T.
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V =f"(H)

Ifthetemperatureofthetanknow changesto%. thenthevolumeofthetankbelowtheindicated

pointchangesto

V= --V(I +3c_AT_,) (9)

andtheheightoftheindicatedpoint,relativetotheprimaryreferencepoint,changesto

H= = H r(1+c_/_T=) (10)

wherec=isthecoefficientoftherm_lexpansionforthetankanditsprobes,andAT=== %, -T,.

When theexpressionsforV,andH,givenbyEqs.(9)and(10)axesubstitutedintoEq.(Ib),the

followingformofthemeasurementequationisobtained:

V=/(I+3c_AT=) = f't[-H=/(1*=AT=)] (11)

The corresponding form of the calibration equation is

He/(1 *c_AT=)= f['V=/(l+3ou3,T=)] (12)

Eqs.(11)and(12)definetheadjustmentstoliquidvolumeandheightmeasurementsthatcompensate

fordimensionalchangesinthetankinducedbytemperature.

3.3.StandardizedCalibrationData

Standardizedcalibrationdataareobtainedbyapplyingtheappropriatestandardizationstepsof

theprecedingsectiontothedatafromeachincrementofeachcalibrationrun.

3.3.1.LiquidHeight

Liquid heights axe determined from pressure measurements made at some temperature T= by

means of Eq. (Ta) or Eq. (7b), as appropriate. If %, differs from the reference temperature Tr, then

Eq. (10) is used to adjust the heights to compensate for dimensional changes in the tank. The

standardized liquid height is given by

7



Y = H = H=/(I+sAT=,) (13)

Eq. (13)isappliedto eachincrementiof a calibrationrun.

3.3.2. Volume

For each increment i, the cumulative volume of liquid delivered to the tank by the prover is

determined as follows. The cumulative mass of all previous calibration increments of the current run

is divided by the density of the calibration liquid 0_ at the measured temperature T_ of the current

increment. Thus,

V_ = _< mj/o_. (14)

For each increment, the quantities rni are determined from either Eq. (8a) or (8b), as appropriate.

.j If T_ differs from the reference temperature T,, then Eq. (9) is used to adjust the volumes to

compensate for dimensional changes in the tank. The standardized cumulative volume of the ith

calibration increment is given by

X_ = V_ = V_i/(1 +3o_AT_) (15)

If necessary, the data from several calibration runs can be aligned at this point. A statistical

procedure for alignment is described in the following section. An estimate of heel volume can then

be added to each of the (aligned) standardized cumulative volume measurements to complete the data

standardization process I. The resulting data can then be used to estimate the calibration function (Eq.

(3)) at the reference conditions.

3.4. Run Alignment

A statistical procedure for run alignment is based on the following model:

A method of estimating the heel volume of a tank is given in Section 5.2 of [ 1].
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Yij = c_+/5CXij+6j)+_j

where Y_jand X_iare, respectively, the standardized height and cumulative volume measurements (see

the !preceding section) from the ith increment of an initial segment of the jth calibration run (where i

= 1, 2, ..., n; and j = 1, 2, ..., r). The quantity 5j represents the amount by which the cumulative

volumes of the jth run must be adjusted to bring the run into ali_tment. The quantity _i represents

measurement error. Data used for alignment should be selected from an initial segment in which the

calibration function is reasonably linear.

The quantities 8j are obtained by minimizing the quantity

i j

with respect to c_,/_, and _j. The values c_*,/5",and ¢3_that minimize Q are obtained by solving the

following equations:

a = Y..=SX..

:gv,j(x: x.
.. i j

:2 E o:,:
i i

._._
i

?although these least-squares equations must be solved iteratively, this can usually be accomplished in

2 to 4 steps.

The alignment method presented here is an extension of that given in Appendix B of [1]. The

method presented here is superior unless cx = 0, in which case the two methods yield the same

results.



4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The calibration (or measurement) function cannow be estimated from the (alig'ned)

standardized calibration data. The main challenge is to provide realistic estimates of uncertainty for

liquid height and volume measurements.

4.1. Estimation of the Calibration and Measurement Functions

Many statistical methods are available to estimateeither the calibration or measurement

function. The choice depends largely on the nature of measurement errors in the calibration and tank

measurement systems. The literature on this topic is extensive and estimates are relatively insensitive

to the choice of a specific model. We therefore focus on one method that yields suitable variance

estimates for height and volume fneasurements.

4.2. Variance Estimates for Liquid Height Measurements

Tank calibration data often exhibit significant run-to-run variability. An ad hoe procedure that

produces realistic estimates for such cases was presentedin [2], and later in [1]. However, this

procedure lacks a firm theoretical foundation. A more recent model [3] provides a sound theoretical

base for making realistic variance estimates, and is applicable whenever the calibration function, Eq.

(3), is piecewise linear. The estimation procedure is outlined here; additional details and examples

are given in [3].

The model is expressed as follows:

Y: = flo+z:+(fl,+@.)X_+e,j (16)

where Y: and X_ denote, respectively, the standardized height and cumulative volume for the ith

increment of the jth calibration run (for i = I, 2, ..., n and j = 1,2, ..., r). The quantities to and fit

denote the intercept and slope of the underlying calibration function. The variable rj represents the

deviation of the intercept of the jth run from its true value to, and _j represents the deviation of the

10



slope of the jth run from its true value ill. The residual error of the ith increment of the jth run is

denoted by _j.

The variables rj, _j, and e+jare all assumedto be mutually independent, both between runs and

within runs. Moreover, "_,_j, and e+jare assumedto be distributed as normal (Gaussian) random

variables, each with mean 0, and with variances _2, ¢+2,and @, respectively.

It is assumed for computational simplicity that the cumulative volume of the ith calibration

increment is the same for all runs. In symbols, this means that

X_=X_ for j = 1,2,...,r

Variance estimate_ for liquid heights calculated from Eq. (16) are based on the sums of squares

calculated under various assumptions about the variables _'jand _j. Specifically, the quantity

SSE = _, _ (eta)2 (17)

is computed for the following three cases:

Case 1: ¢_j;e 0 and _ ;e 0. Estimates of the intercept and slope are computed individually

from the data of each calibration run (one equation for each run, different slopes and different

intercepts).

Case 2.: _j = 0 and _ ;e 0. Data from all calibration runs are pooled to estimate a common

slope, but intercepts are estimated individually for each run (one equation for each run, a

common slope and different intercepts).

Case 3.: _j = 0 and _ = 0. Data from all calibration runs are pooled to estimate a single

equation (with a common slope and a common intercept).

Now let SSE(1), SSE(2) and SSE(3) denote the values of Eq. (17) for Cases i-3, respectively:.

Clearly, SSE(1) < SSE(2) < SSE(3). Under the assumptions of the model, it can be shown that

2 Explicit formulas for SSE(1), SSE(2), and SSE(3) are given in [3].
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# t, j .

, + . (18)

and

In all cases, SSE(1), the Case 1 value of Eq. (17), yields a good estimate of measurement error @:

_=..SSE(1)
r(n-2) (20)

Now, if _ is taken as an estimator of @, Eqs. (18) and (19) yield the following estimates of

a+:and(r):

"2 = [SSE(2)-SSE(1))/o'+ k _-i - 8: _, (x,-_.) 2 (21)

and

"2 SSE(3)-SSE(2)-2_ a"
ffr = -X, ,,¢---

n(r- 1) n (22)

In Case 3, the least-squares estimators (b_and bo) for fl_ and flo are

J m

_, (xt-x.)(Y,.-Y..)
b I =

(x,-_.)=

and

bo = Y..-bl_ .

The Case 3 estimates of fl_ and flo are used for prediction. Thus, for any volume Xo, the

corresponding estimate of liquid height is

12
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iI + tj 't '

Yo = Y lX_= bo+b_xo (23)

Under the given model, the variance of the prediction of an individual height measurement Yo,

obtained with the aid of Eq. (23), is

+^ 1 { 2 2"oz[1 (x°-x')2 ]} [" :+a a] (24)

With the aid of Eqs. (21)-(22), the estimator of a:(Yo) can be written in the following form:

r -x.)q (25)

The final step is to determine the degrees of freedom for the estimator in Eq. (25). A simple

approximate way to do this is to assign r(n-2) degrees of freedom to _=and (r-l) degrees of freedom

to each of 8+2and _,=,and then apply the Welch-Satterthwaite formula. A more precise (and more

complicated) algorithm is given in [3]. After the degrees of freedom have been calculated, Eq. (25)

can be used to compute confidence intervals for the predicted height corresponding to a given volume.

For a given volume Xo, the variance of a new (future) individual predicted liquid height

measurement Yp is

a:(Yplxo) = a:(_lXo) +a_ (26)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (26) is the systematic component of variance given by the

term in braces on the right-hand side of Eq. (24). The second term is the random component of

variance for the new prediction. This term should reflect the variability of the system used to make

the new predicted measurement of liquid height. If the new measurement is to be made with the same

13
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system as that used for calibration, then the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (24) yields a

suitable estimator of a_:

a_. "_ _ _ a_= a, + xo a, + (27)

When the measurement and calibration systems are the same, Eqs. (24) and (26) are identical. More

detailed examples of the estimation procedures outlined here are given in [3].

4.3. Variance Estimates for Volume Measurements

The discussion of the previous section applies to the calibration function. In practice, height

measurements are used to determine volumes; so the calibration function must be inverted, and

confidence intervals for liquid height measurements must be translated into prediction intervals for

volume determinations. One method of doing this is given in Section 7.4 and exemplified in

Appendix B of [1] (see also [2]). The determination of simultaneous prediction intervals for volume

measurements is an area of current research.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main features of the data standardization model presented in ANSI N15.19-1989 are

described in Section 3 of this paper. Statistical procedures that provide realistic estimates when the

calibration data exhibit significant run-to-run differences are outlined in Section 4. A portable,

interactive software package that implements these methods is being developed for the IAEA. The

software will contain data acquisition and standardization routines that can be used by inspectors, as

well as the analytic capability required by statisticians.

ANSI N15.19-1989 is currently undergoing review, and a revised standard is expected within a

few years. Major topics under review include adjustments for thermal differences, the treatment of

buoyancy corrections, and the inclusion of procedures for additional systems to measure tank content.

The IAEA calibration software will be updated to reflect any changes that are approved for the

14
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standard. Finally, we plan to recommend the procedures in ANSI N15.19 to the International

Standards Organization for adoption.
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